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In su InfraredSpectroeletrchemi sby

In situ infrared (IR) spectroelectro- will also discuss how the spectra are ponents, s-polarized light, which has
chemistry has become a viable experi- affected by the nature of the electro- its electric field vector oriented per-
mental technique only within about magnetic electric fields near an elec- pendicular to the plane of incidence
the past five years, but it has already trode surface and the additional infor- (and therefore parallel to the surface)
proved to be an important addition to mation about surface species that can and p-polarized light, which has its
the small number of in situ spectro- be gained from this phenomenon. Fi- electric field vector oriented parallel
electrochemical methods currently in nally, some examples of applications to the plane of incidence (and there-
use i electron spin resonance spec- of IR spectroelectrochemistry will be fore with components both parallel to
trometr. ellipsometry, UV-visible given. We start with some general and perpendicular to the surface). Ei-
spectrometry, resonance Raman, and points about IR radiation and its ab- ther s-polarized light or p-polarized
surface-enhanced Raman spectrom- sorption by molecules, which are per- light can be selected, if desired, by
etry). The technique has found two tinent to much of the following discus- placing an appropriately oriented op-
broad areas of application. _ sion. tical polarizer in the path of the beam.

* Adsorption on electrodes. In situ If a molecule is to absorb IR radi-
IR spectra can give information about ation. two conditions have to be met. Iili r
the identity and molecular structure First, there must be an electromagnet- There are two major problems in
of adsorbed species and about the orni- ic electric field where the molecule is measuring JR spectra of species at the
entation and bonding of these species situated, oscillating at the same fre- electrode-electrolyte interface. The
to the electrode surface, quency as a vibration of the molecule. other in situ spectroelectrochemical

* Electrode reactions. In situ [R The probability of absorption of radi- techniques do not share these difficul-
spectra can conveniently be used to ation is proportional to the square of ties to the same extent and were con-
identify reactants, products, and in- the strength of this field. Second, dur- sequently developed earlier. One
termediates of electrode reactions, ing the vibration of the molecule there problem, which occurs whenever IR
both on the electrode surface and in must be a change in dipole moment radiation is passed through a solution.
solution. Species on the electrode sur- with a component in the same direc- is absorption of most of the radiation
face can be distinguished from species tion as the electric field vector (the di- by the bulk solvent. This is especially
in solution by varying the polarization rection of oscillation of the field). The serious if the solvent is water, which
staLe of the incident light, mechanism of absorption involves in- absorbs strongly throughout most of

In this article we will consider par- teraction between the oscillating di- the mid-JR region. The other problem
ticularly the problems involved in ob- pole moment and the oscillating elec- is one of sensitivity. The number of
taining IR spectra at the electrode- tric field. molecules under study is usually very
electrolyte interface and how such A beam of light incident on a plane small (less than a surface monolayer in
problems are overcome by cell design surface (such as an electrode) can be some experiments), while convention-
and signal-processing techniques. We considered to be made up of two co- - I R sources are weak and IR detec-
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Two optical approaches have been wi* *w

used-internal reflection and external
reflection, stringent demands on the electrode dow and through the solution, is spec-

The older method is attenuated to- material, which must both conduct ularly reflected from a polished elec-
tal reflection (ATR) (1-3). In this electricity and transmit IR light. Be- trode surface, and travels back
method the light is passed through the cause good conductors a lso good through the solution and the window

cell at an angle such that it undergoes IR absorbers, a compromise between to a detector. The electrode is posi-

total internal reflection at the ele- these properties has to be reached. tioned very close to the window so
trode-solution interface Figure I). Early workers used germanium, which that only a very thin layer of solution

The electric field of internally reflect- is an IR-trasparent semiconductor. is sandwiched between them. The

ed light penetrates a short distance More recently, very thin films of metal working electrode is a disk sealed into

across the interface, its intensity fall- Au, Pt, or Fe) deposited onto IR- the end of an insulating cylinder.

ing off exponentially with distance transparent substrates have been which can be moved inside a syringe

into the solution. The depth of pne- used. Near the critical angle, and if barrel oriented perpendicular to the

tration of this "evanescent wave." the solution is not too absorbing, the window Figure 2). For the [R spec-
which is a function of the wavelength electric field in the solution adjacent troscopic experiments the :lectrode is

of the radiation, is greatest at thee to terelectrode can be several times pushed forward until it makes contat

critical angle and decreases to about greater than the electric field in the with the window, forming a thinlayer

one-tenth of the wavelength of the incident beam. This enhancement is cell with solution thickness of

light at angles well above the critical greater for the latter type of electrode i-s00 p.

angle. This means that the internally than for the former. Both single-re- The material for the IR-transparent
reflected radiation can be absorbed by flection and multiple-reflection ar- window is chosen primarily for high

species on the solution side of the in- rangements have been designed. transmission and insolubility in the

terface. but only by species either ad- The more common way of reducing solvent. Windows have been made

sorbed on the electrode or in solution solvent absorption is to use external from calcium fluoride, silicon, silica,

within a micrometer or so of the else- reflection in a thin-layer cell (Figure lrtran 2. lrtran 4. and zinc selenide.

trode. Thus the bulk of solution does 1). In external reflection one end of Two shapes have been used-tlat and

not contribute to the total aetorance. the cell is an oRtranspaent window, prismatic. Prismatic windows allow

This type of experiment puts quite The iR beam passs thou this win- the beam to strike the electrode at
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more glancing angles, which increases tance caused by the change in poten- spectrum R(Ld is obtained by mechani-
the sensitivity for adsorbed species. tial. The spectra of the bulk solution, cally chopping the beam and using the
Also, if the incident beam is normal to atmosphere, etc., generally do not lock-in amplifier to pick out the corn-
the edge of the window, nearly equal change with potential and are can- ponent of the detector signal at the
amounts of a- and p-polarized light celed out in the subtraction. Note that chopping frequency. This spectrum is
enter the cell, which is important if spectra are also sometimes plotted as also stored in the computer, and
the difference in absorption of the two .R/R(u) can then be calculated. When
polarizations is to be used to distin- % transmittance - 1 this method is used in an external-re-
guish surface species from solution %n flection experiment, it is known as
species. Flat windows preferentially electrochemically modulated IR spec-
transmit p-polarized light. =100 troscopy (EMIRS) (4-6).

The electrode material has to be Another approach that has been

able to specularly reflect [R radiation. (R21 used with a dispersive instrument is
Polished disks of Pt. Rh. Au, Ag, Pd, or absorbance = - logiow linear potential-sweep IR reflectance
Fe. C, and p-type CdTe have all been spectroscopy (LPSIRS) (7). In this
used. However, even if the electrode - ogo case, at each wavenumber the poten-
does not reflct (as seems to be the 1  tial is swept rapidly over the required

case for carbon electrodes in contact range. The time-varying output of the
with some aqueous solutions), it is still against wavenumber. detector, which is a measure of reflec-
possible to obtain spectra of solution- A change in potential can cause a tance as a function of potential at con-
free species by using a prismatic IR- change in the reflectance for any of stant wavenumber, is stored in a corn-
transparent window with angles of in- several-reasons, including changes in puter. Several of these sweeps can be
cidence where internal reflection oc- the number and bonding of species ad- signal averaged to increase the S/N.
curs at the window-solution interface sorbed on the electrode, migration of The experiment is carried out at sev-
(Figure 1). ions into or out of the optical path, eral different wavenumbers. and a se-

JR spectroelectrochemical cells usu- electron transfer reactions that form ries of spectra of reflectance against
ally use the potentiostated three-elec- or destroy films on the electrode sur- wavenumber at constant potential is
trode arrangement. However, both the face. and electron transfer reactions reconstructed from the data. One po-
ATR and external-reflection configu- that form or consume species in solu- tential is taken as the reference poten-
rations suffer from unusually high re- tion. tial. El, and the spectrum at this po-
sistances in the current path. In an Several approaches to increasing the tential. R (c), is divided into each of
ATR cell the high resistance is in the SIN ratio are in use. depending par- the other difference spectra to give
working electrode itself, which must ticularly on whether a dispersive or a R1,(V)/R 1 (-), which can be converted to
have low conductivity if it is to trans- Fourier transform JR (FT-R) spec- AR/R).
mit IR light. In an external-reflection trometer is used. With a dispersive in- FT-IR spectrometers are being used
cell the thin layer of solution between strument the variation of reflectance in increasing numbers for IR spectro-
the working electrode and the window with potential is measured at constant electrochemical experiments because
has the high resistance. The result is wavenumber, whereas with an FT-IR of their very high throughput and he-
that when current flows the electrode instrument the variation of reflectance cause of their ability to acquire large
potential differs by an amount iR with wavenumber is measured at con- numbers of spectra rapidly, which fol-
from the value controlled by the po- stant potential. Use of a dispersive lows from the simultaneous sampling
tentiostat, and this difference in- spectrometer therefore implies an ac of the entire range of wavelengths. In
creases across the electrode as the re- potential program, whereas either dc an FT-IR spectroelectrochemical ex-
sistance in the current path does. Fur- or ac potential programs can be used periment the electrode potential is
thermore. the response of the cell to a with an FT-[R spectrometer, modulated between E, and E.,. At
change in potential is slow because the When using a dispersive instrument each potential a large enough number
RC time constant for charging the the most common method is to modu- of interferograms are added to give
double-layer capacitance is high. late the electrode potential between the desired SiN. and the two resulting

E1 and E2 with a square wave (or sine single-beam spectra are ratioed to give
S i p wave) of about 10-Hz frequency, while the difference spectrum R.,ti/R(t_).

Signal-processing techniques in changing the wavelength of the light Si N is proportional to the square root
in situ JR spectroelectrochemistry very slowly. The signal from the IR of the number of interferograms col-
serve two purposes-to remove the detector then consists of a dc compo- lected. The potential-time program
spectrum of the bulk solvent, which nent, R(M), a small ac component, may be either a simple potential step
would otherwise swamp out the spec- AR(M, at the same frequency as the from E, to E2 or a square wave of fre-
trum of adsorbed or electrogenerated potential modulation, and noise over a quency low enough that an integer
species, and to enhance the very low wide range of frequencies. This signal number of interferograms can be col-
S/N ratios encountered in these ex- is fed into a lock-in amplifier which lected during the period that the po-
periments. picks out only that component of the tential is held at each value. The

The first goal is nearly always signal at the same frequency as the al- square wave program reduces the ef-
achieved by potential modulation. ternating potential. This provides a tects of long-term drift in the spec-
The electrode potential is changed direct measure of AR at each wave- trometer output but is not highly suit-
from a value El where the reflectance number and very effectively removes able for very complicated or chemical- El
is R, to a value E2 where the reflec- noise at other frequencies. For further Iv irreverble processes. When used 1]
tance, R2, is different. The quantity discrimination against noise, the out- with an external-reflection cell. this
measured is a function of put of the lock-in amplifier can be method is known as subtractively nor-

AR ( R2(-) - R( )  stored in a computer, and a number of malized interfacial FT-IR spectros-
Rll spectra can be signal averaged. The copy iSNIFTIRS) t, .5. S. 91.
R i(D-) number required with modern com- A variation of the SNIFTIRS meth-

and spectra are usually presented as mercially available instruments is od is polarization-modulation or FT-
plots of ARIR vs. wavenumber v. Thus quite small. S/N is increased with the IRRAS (FT-IR reflection-absorptio
the spectrum is a difference spectrum, square root of the number of signal- spectroscopy) (10). A photoelastic
which shows only changes in reflec- averaged spectra. The background modulator is used to modulate the oop r
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state of the light between s- and p-po- -

larization at a frequency of about
70 kHz. depending on the photoelastic (W.
modulator, which is much higher than
the modulation frequencies of the in-
terferogram. A lock-in amplifier is
used to pick out the component of the
detector response at the same fre-
quency as the polarization modula-
tion, and the output of the lock-in am-
plifier is Fourier transformed to give a "
spectrum that is the difference be-
tween the spectrum from the p-polar-
ized light and the spectrum from the
s-polarized light. For a distance of
about one-quarter wavelength of the
light from the electrode surface, s-po-
larized light is absorbed less than p-
polarized light. Therefore the polar-
ization modulation difference spec- a a

trum is the spectrum of a region about 2 2100 2000 1900 22D0 2100 2000 1900

1 wm thick adjacent to the electrode Wqvenumrsmn (cml) Wavenumbers (cm-')
surface. which is about the thickness
of the thin layer of solution between FIg,. 3. Difference SNIFTIRS spectra of the SCN- system in acetonitrile at a silver
the electrode and window. To remove electrode between -0.7 and +0.4 V vs. Ag/Ag + reference using (a) p- and s-polar-
the spectrum of the solvent it is neces- Ized radiation, (b) p-polarized radiation at 1 min, 2 min, and 7 min after potential pulse
sary to carry out the experiment at Vwrca scam we 2 X 10-' ,4R per diision
two potentials and ratio the spectra.
as in a SNIFTIRS experiment. The light undergoes smaller phase shifts cent results, however, indicate that
main advantage of this technique is upon reflection, and there is a finite orientation data for very polarizable
probably the increased sensitivity component of the electric field at the molecule: deduced from the surface
from the additional phase-sensitive surface, but only in a direction normal selection rule should be treated with
detection stage. to the surface. The strength of this caution. There is a very high electro-

electric field increases with angle of static electric field (410-1O V cm-1) at
e0 O U incidence, being zero at normal inci- the electrode-electrolyte interface.

VeCW dence and reaching a maximum close normal to the electrode surface, which
In an ATR experiment the electric to glancing incidence. High angles of can induce a dipole moment normal to

fields of both s-polarized and p-polar- incidence are therefore advantageous the surface in a sufficiently polariz-
ized light penetrate the interface. At if the spectra of adsorbed species are able adsorbed molecule. Even though
the critical angle the evanescent wave to be observed, the permanent dipole of such a mole-
from p-polarized light has only a Two important and useful conse- cule may be oscillating parallel to the
strong electric field perpendicular to quences follow from the presence at surface during a vibration (or even if
the surface, whereas the evanescent the surface of electromagnetic electric there is no change in permanent di-
wave from s-polarized light has only a fields only normal to the surface and pole moment at all). the induced di-
weak electric field parallel to the sur- only arising from p-polarized radi- pole moment can oscillate normal to
face. It has been pointed out (1) that ation. First, species on the electrode the surface at the vibrational frequen-
differences in absorption of the two surface can be distinguished from spe- cy. providing a mechanism for absorp-
polarization states by an adsorbed cies in solution because species in so- tion of IR radiation 112). Bands ob-
molecule could be used to determine lution can absorb both s-polarized and served from flat-adsorbed TCNE radi-
its orientation, but no experimental p-polarized light, whereas species on. cal anion and acrylonitrile have been
demonstrations using this technique or close to, the surface can absorb only attributed to this effect.
have appeared. At other angles of inci- p-polarized light. Second, IR radiation
dence p-polarized light gives rise also can interact only with those modes of Applic i to eletrode reactlio

to a weak electric field parallel to the vibration of an adsorbed molecule that FT-IR spectrometers have been
surface. In general, therefore, p-polar- have a component perpendicular to used more often than dispersive spec-
ized light interacts more strongly with the surface of the change in dipole mo- trometers to obtain spectra of the
absorbing species than does s-polar- ment with normal coordinate. (This is reactants and products of electrode re-
ized light, and ATR experiments use the surface selection rule (1ll.) actions. There are some disadvantages
either unpolarized or p-polarized radi- Therefore, information about the to using dispersive instruments for
ation. orientation of an adsorbed molecule these applications because of the ac

The situation is more interesting in can be obtained by noting which of its potential programs that must be used.
an external-reflection experiment modes of vibration are IR active and The short time scale of the ac expert-
Upon specular reflection at a metal which are forbidden by the surface se- ment allows relatively little reaction to
surface, s-polarized light undergoes a lection rule. To take a simple example. take place during each cycle, so
phase shift of close to 180 at all an- the C a 0 stretching vibration of an changes in reflectance are small. If a
gles of incidence, and so the incident adsorbed CO molecule will give an ex- chemically irreversible reaction is tak-
and reflected beams interfere destruc- ternal reflection IR spectrum with ing place in a thin-layer cell then all
tively. Therefore, the electric field of p-polarized light if the C a 0 bond is the reactant in the thin layer may he
s-polarized light has zero intensity perpendicular to the surface, but not consumed within the first few cycles o,
close to the surface, and species near if the C n 0 bond is parallel to the sur- the potential, and no change in relec-
the surface cannot absorb s-polarized face. At no orientation will the mole- tance will be seen in the remainder of
light. On the other hand, p-polarized cule absorb s-polarized radiation. Re- the spectrum. If the reaction mecha-



nism is complicated, a complicated and bands due to products pointing
time-averaged mixture of species close down (AR/R < 0). It can be seen that a
to the electrode may be obtained, solution-soluble species absorbing at
making the spectra difficult to inter- 2056 cm - 1, which is presumably I
premh SCN, is converted to a species that b

External-reflection methods seem absorbs only p-polarized light at
to be superior to internal-reflection 2141 cm - 1. This surface product is

methods in the study of electrode re- thought to be a film of AgSCN. Figure
actions. External reflection uses a 3b shows spectra taken with the same
thin-layer cell. where bulk electrolyses potentials as in 3a (this time using a
of solution species can be quickly and only p-polarized light) with the spec-
conveniently carried out and the [R tra at the more positive potential tak-
spectra ot reactants and products ob- en at various time intervals after the
tained in a nearly ideal double-beam potential step. This shows that SCN-
experiment. Spectra of intermediates (at 2056 cm-') is initially converted to
can also be obtained if they are stable AglSCN)2 (at 2092 cm-), which later 2110 2100 210
on the time scale of an FT-IR spec- forms AgSCN on the surface (at WOMnb (era-0
trum. Species on the electrode surface 2141 cm-1). The reactions can there-
can be distinguished from species in fore be written
solution by changing the polarization First wave.
state of the radiation or noting poten- Figure 5. FT-IRRAS spectra of CO ad-
tial.dependent band positions. Ag(s) + 2SCN- = Ag(SCN)2- + e- sorbed on a platinum electrode from

We use as an example anodic pro- 1 M HCIO4 solutlon
cesses that take place at a silver elec- Second wave: The"se d reno swftra tae between 0 8

V Vd (a) 0.675 V, (b) 0.4 V. and (C) 0.0 V ivstrode in acetonitrile solutions of thio- Ag(s) + 2SCN- = Ag(SCN) 2 - + e NHE). The mrxmnim absorance is -5 X 10-2
cyanate in. SCN- (13). Cyclic vol-
tammetry shows two oxidation waves, Ag(SCN) 2 + Ag(s) 2AgSCN(s) - e
the first characteristic of a reversible The most successful use of the ATR more positive. This shift is most prob-
reaction with reactant and product in method has been in the study of poly- ably the result of strengthening of the
soufache oess S char ctria mer films on electrodes, where very C a 0 bond by withdrawal Uf electrons
surface process. SNIFTIRS spectra high concentrations of absorbing spe- from the C a 0 antibonding x orbi-
were taken with a single potential step cies exist close to the electrode sur- tals when the electrode is made more
where no reaction occurs to a potential face. A system that has been studied positive.
in the first wave gives a product ab- by FT-ATR is poly(3-methylthio- Because of its importance in cataly-
sorbing at 2092 cm- , shown to be a phene) on a thin film of gold (3). sis and because it has a very intense
souinsoluble species by its absorp- Trnsitions between the semiconduct- band at a frequency well away from

tion of both s-polarized and p-polar- ing neutral species and the highly con- the regions of strong water absorpt ion.

ized light, and thought to be the com- ducting oxidized state were clearly in- linearly adsorbed CO has been -tudied

plex AgiSCN) 2. lVigure 3a shows the dicated in the IR spectra. a great deal. Figure 5 shows FT-

spectrum obtained in a potential s Thin layers of iron on germanium IRRAS spectra of CO adsorbed on Pt

experiment from a potential where no were used by the same workers to in I M HCIO4 (15). For all of the spec-
reaction occurs to a potential just past study the oxidation products of iron in tra the reference potential El = o. V.the second voltammetric wave. The alkaline media. where no CO is adsorbed. The shift of
signsconvntnor wave Thas bandband position to higher wavenumbersign convention for -NR/R has bands Apk w to wra smudl with increasing positive potential can
due to absorption by reactants at the
base potential pointing up iA.R/R > 0) All IR spectroelectrochemical stud- easily be seen. together with a de-

ies of adsorbed species have been car- crease in intensity at higher potentials
ried out by external-reflection meth- due to oxidation to CO, of some ot the
ods. EMIRS has so far proved to be adsorbed CO.
the most sensitive of these methods, An example of the use of the surface
but because of the ac potential pro- selection rule to predict the rtenta-
gram used, EMIRS spectra are also tion of an adsorbed molecule io pro-
the most difficult to interpret. vided by the case of p-difluorohenzene

0 A particularly interesting EMIRS adsorption on Pt from aqueous acid
study was carried out on the oxidation solution (16). This molecule has 1: IR-
of methanol on platinum in aqueous active normal modes, of which It i the
acid solutions (14). The spectrum ob- bl, and b2u modesi have dipole
tained by modulating between two po- changes in the plane of the aromatic

5.0 X 104 tentials where methanol is adsorbed is ring. and three (the bi, modes, ha'e
shown in Figure 4. Bands pointing up dipole changes perpendicular to the
(ARIR > 0) correspond to species pres- plane of the ring. If the molecule i- atd-
ent at the more negative potential. sorbed flat. only the blu modes htild

a There is a weak band at 1850 cm - ', at- be seen. whereas if it is adsorbed
low1 2100 tributed to CO adsorbed in a site edgewise only the bl,, and h,., mode,
W h w t)  where it is bridge bonded to three should be seen. At intermediate

platinum atoms. and a strong bipolar v"skew") orientations all modes
band at about 2050 cm-1, attributed should be seen. SNIFTIRS -ptectra
to linearly adsorbed CO (i.e., bonded with modulation between a potent ,l

RPO 4. Difference EMIRS spetcvu to one Pt atom). The bipolar nature of where p.difluorobenzene is adsorhed
for me~ol ad lrod on a platinum this band is caused by a shift in band and a potential where it is not ad-

WCIade from 1 M 84 solution position to more positive wavenum- sorbed show, at concentrations les
Msimi +0.06 +0.4 V (vs. NH) & 6.4 ,l bers as the electrode potential is made than 0.8 mM. two bands due to the ad-
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1900 2100 20
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Flgwe 6. EMIRS difference spectra for adsorption of benzonitrile on a gold electrode
from H2SO4 solution
Modulation at 8.5 Hz. (a) C a N stretch region, voltage limits as indicated vs. SCE. (b) Ring mode region.
voltage limits 0 to 1. 1 V vs. SCE

sorbed species corresponding to two of and the potential dependence of its in-
the three b3. modes. At concentrations tensity indicate increasing adsorption
above 0.8 mM, bands due to all of the of benzonitrile with increasing posi-
modes appear. Therefore, at solution tive potential, until at very positive
concentrations below 0.8 mM, p-di- potentials formation otf gold oxide and
fluorobenzene is adsorbed flat on the oxidation of benzonitrile take place.
electrode, but a transition to skew ori- There can also be seen a very small
entation takes place at higher solution positive-going band at 2229 cm - 1 aris-
concentrations. ing from solution-free benzonitrile,

In addition. benzonitrile and acry- which is depleted at the positive mod-
lonitrile adsorbed on gold electrodes ulation limit because of its adsorption
from aqueous acid solutions are exam- onto the electrode. In other regions of
pies of systems in which the surface the spectrum there are two negative-
selection rule is respectively successful going bands at 1480 cm - 1 aad 1595
and unsuccessful in predicting the ori- cm - 1, corresponding to A. benzene
entations of adsorbed molecules (17). ring modes, and a weak I -;ive-going

Figure 6 shows EMIRS spectra tak- band at 1448 cm', corre- nding to a
en in a solution of benzonitrile B1 ring -. de. These obs itions are
(0.02 M) and H2SO 4 (I M) at a l;.:,d all con -.: !nt with benzo:ntarile ad-
electrode. Modulation from a fixed sorbed derpendicular to the surface
base potential to more positive poten- and bonded to the surface through the
tials gives a negative-going band at N atom. Bonding through the N atom
about 2250 cm -1, which shifts to high- might be expected to involve donation
er wavenumber with increasing posi- of electrons from the slightly anti-
tive potential. The sign of the band bonding nitrogen lone pair orbital to
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Fgure 7. EMIRS difference spectra of acrylonitrile adsorbed on a gold electrode in
(a) the C a N stretch and (b) the C - C stretch regions
Modultion from 0.05 to 1.0 V vs. SCE at 8.5 Hz

empty metal orbitals and back dona- bands of solution-free acrylonitrile.
tion of electrons from filled metal or- This is evidence that the molecule is
bitals to empty benzonitrile i" orbi- adsorbed flat, where it would probably
tals. For both bonding mechanisms, a be bonded to the electrode by dona-
shift of the electrode potential to more tion of acrylonitrile ir-bonding elec-
positive values would strengthen the trons to empty orbitals on the metal
C a N bond and would shift the C a N and by back donation of electrons
stretch mode to higher wavenumber, from filled metal d-orbitals to empty
as observed. The surface selection rule acrylonitrile r* orbitals. In this case.
also predicts orientation of the C a N the C a N and C - C bonds would be
bond normal to the surface, because a weakened by adsorption, and the

strong C a N stretch band and bands C a N and C - C stretch modes of the
from A, ring modes are observed. adsorbed molecule would be at lower

An EMIRS spectrum from a solu- wavenumbers than the corresponding
tion of acrylonitrile (0.05 M) and modes of the solution-free molecule.
H2SO 4 (I M) at a gold electrode is Flat orientation of the adsorbed mole-
shown in Figure 7. Modulation to a cule is not predicted by a simple appli-
more positive potential gives positive- cation of the surface selection rule. be-
going bands at about 2130 cm - 1 and cause C a N and C - C bands are ob-
1520 cm-'. with potential-dependent served. However, these bands are very
frequencies and intensities. These weak. and the C - C band is stronger
bands are assigned to C a N and than the C 3 N band. whereas the op-
C - C stretching vibrations, respec- posite is the case for the free molecule.
tively, but occur about 100 cm - 1 lower The most likely explanation for the
in frequency than the corresponding appearance of these bands is the pres-



once normal to the surface of a molec- k6) Bewick. A.; Kunimatsu. K.: Pons, B. S.; (12) Korzeniewskj. C.; Shirts. R. B.: Pons.
ular dipole moment induced by the Russell. J. W. J. Electroanal. CThem. S.; J PhYs. Chem. 1985. S9. 2297.

1984, 160. 47. 11:31 Foley. J. K.; Pons. S.: Smith. J. J..
high electric field across the double (7) Kunimatsu. K. J. Electroanal. Chem. submitted for publication in Langmteir.
layer. As the molecule vibrates. this 1983. 145. 219. 114) Beden. B.; Bewick. A.; Kunimatsu. K.:
dipole can oscillate normal to the sur- (8) Pons, S.: Davidson. T.; Bewick, A. Lamy. C. J. Electroonal. C'hem. 1983,
face and interact with the electric field 4. Electrnana i Chem, 1984, 160, 63. 121. 343.

of -plaize I rdiaio.19) Habib. M. .Bockis. J. O*M. J. Elec- (15) Kunimatsu. K.: Golden. W. G.: Seki.
ofpplrie Rraito.troanal. Chem. 1984.,180. 287. H.; Philpott. M. R. Langrnuir 1985, 1,

!t is clear that IR spectroelectro- (10) Seki. H.; Kunimatsu. K.;. Golden, 245.
chemistry can provide valuable insight W. G., submitted (or publication in (16) Pons, S.. Bewicc. A. Lan gmnwr 1985.
into the vibrational structure of sur- Appi. Spectroac. 1. 141.

faceboun andsolution-soluble inter- I411) Greenler. R. G. J. Chem. Phys. 1966, (17) Bewiclc. A.: Gibilaro C.. Pons. S.. sub.
meacesoundtandigteecnqeo 44. 310. mitted for publication in Lan ((rr

the far-IR to observe metal-adsorbate
structure and use of the technique for
surface dynamics studies are likely
short-term extensions of the tech-
nique..
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